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Preface 

"Recreation, the wholesome use of leisure, mu.st ••••• be 

thought of in terms of satisfying a human need. It becomes 

an outlet for inner urges and drives. How men and women 

use it becomes the important question. More and more in 

the future, civilizations will be known for the quality of 

recreation they choose for their leisure time activities."1 

It is the intent of one, the designer, assuming the visions 

and obligations required of an architect, to inculcate into 

the plan of his community and into the lives of its people, 

wholesome ideas and ideals for better living. Since there 

are infinite phases in the curriculum of community living 

such as health, recreation, civic affairs, industry, etc., 

t~e designer will devote this paper to only one of these 

phases, that of recreation. This phase will take form as 

A Recreati-on Village for Lake Kemp, :Baylor County, Texas. 

Definition 

According to the designer's conception., there are no 

criteria by which to define the idea of A Recreation Vil

lage, because it has a far more complex philosophy than to 

be termed merely by definition. Bat, for the sake of a,im

plieity and definition, A Recreation Village may be defined 

as a group of shelters with their necessary living facilities 

1Nasht Philosop~ of Recreatio:ra. and Leisure, (St. Lollis, 
1953J, p. 125. 
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taking the form of a small village. This village will ~e 

designed of an order which will serve as a vehicle in ob

taining the ideal happiness from recreation. (The latter 

being defined as "the whelesome use of leisure."2) 

I. Historical Introduction 

History is the evolatien of man and his environment. 

History records how people lived in different periods of 

time. It tells of their triumphs, their failures, their 

sorrows, their joys, their ideals, their convictions, and 

on and on; but, one finds comparatively little information 

concerning people's recreation. 

A. Ancient 

Ia ancient times, the Roman ~hermae was, perhaps, 

the most influential factor toward developing the mind, 

the body, and the spirit of the people to a high degree. 

Originally, bodily health and cleanliness were the pri

mary objects of the baths, but soon the thermae became 

a way of life, a necessary function for everyday soci

ety, a civic meeting place of leisure where one could 

meet his friends and society. Another factor toward 

development of Roman life were the Porticoes. Aside 

frem the esthetic view, these structures assumed special 

natures appearing sometimes as simple enclosures of tem

ples, picture galleries, museums for statuary, and 

2Nash, Philosophy of Recreation and Leisure, op cit. 
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"places .of rendezvous for elegant, lazy youths, and their 

sweethearts".3 

"Their importance, however, increases tenfold if we 

consider them, not individually, but combined, as succes

sive manifestations of the same original conception or 

plan, that is, as an institution contrived and developed 

for the benefit of the pu.blic."4 Hence, in 400 A. D., 

with romantic form and function grew a conception of the 

"wholesome use of leisure".5 

:S. Medival 

During the Medival times, the coverage of recreation 

may be summed-up in the following quotations: "The open 

area of Smithfield stretched wide away from the buildings 

of St. Bartholomew's. The smooth field, no longer marshy, 

supported a horse fair every Friday, except on special 

feast days. Crowds from the city including many barons 

flocked there to see the display of horseflesh. On after

noons, many of the clerics and young tradesmen would go 

out on this field to play ball. During summer, on the 

afternoon of holy days, there were field sports ••••••• 

On moonlight nights, groups of girls would hold caroles 

or dancing on the same smooth field. The Friday market 

was a very important place for gathering and ·exchanging 

the news of the day."6 Although the preceding quotations 

3Lanciani, Ancient Rome, (Boston and New York), 1889, p. 97. 
~Lanciani, Ancient Rome, ibid. 
5Nash, Philosophy o~creation and Leisure, ibid. 
6tJrbaJ!l Tigner Holmes, . Jr., Dail~ LivinS iJ!l ~ Twelfth 

Century, ·(Madison, 1952), pp. 7-28. 
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lead one to believe that recreation in the Middle Ages 

played a fairly important role, the fact is that only 

the upper class, the barons, knights, lords, etc. were 

the privileged few who were able to enjoy any sort of 

leisure. Other Medival classes were too poor to have 

leisure time. Mass illiteracy prevailed. Then there 

was always the fear of being overpowered by force ••••• 

constant wars. These factors along with the presence 

of serfdom annulled any progress to "the wholesome use 

of leisure''. 7 

0. Modern 

ncontemporary social concepts and the mobility that 

characterizes certain types of life today have increas

iRgly emphasized the need for facilities for transient 

1 1 . . . tt8 0 Omm.lilD.a . ~ VJ.ng • • • • . In the pre-industrial society, 

leisure tended to be haphazard. For all but a few, the 

elite, such free time was spent in the immediate vicinity 

of one's work and habitation. With the growth of · big 

' 4 

cities isolated from open spaces and with the intensifi

cation of work in factory production, the need for planned 

periods of relaxation became ever more pressing. Gradually, 

under the impact of trade unionism and of a more enlightened 

view of national health and national productivity, working 

hours were reduced and social security concepts made head

way. Vacations with pay, first introduced on a nationwide 

?Nash, Philosop~ of Recreation and Leisure, ibid. 
8Talbot Hamlin, ~orms and FUnctions of Twentieth Century 
Architecture, (New YorK, Columbia, 19'52), pp. 131-164. 



scale in the Soviet Tinion, have in country after country 

swelled the vacation exod~s into a mass movement. !he 

ideal behind recreational construction is thus shifting 

everywhere, from an emphasis on the recreation resort 

for the privileged few to the necessity for a network 

of facilities for mass enjoyment. Technologically, the 

biggest single influence on contemporary recreation trends 

has been the development of mass mobility. At first, the 

rai~way brought travel within the economic reach of much 

wider segments of the population. But the mushrooming 

of resorts close to railheads in turn led to higher land 

values and competition in costly luxuries. The car re

moved dependence on these centers and brought »~imeval 

nature and the trail breaker's concept of roughing it 

into the vacation program. Similar social, economic, and 

technological factors have brought camps and hotels - ~o the 

front in many countries. " •••••• the trend has been gen

erally away from the hotel precedent to the decentralized 

layout, sub-divided into units and subunits to the outdoor 

environment."9 Most of this planning has been the haphaz

ard type without benefit of architect or planner. 

9Hamlin, Forms ·and Functions, op cit., p. 152. 
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II. Examples of Research and Notes Concerning Each 

A. A Vacation Camp10 - Campbell and Wong- Architects 

Location: California 

"Great lightness has been achieved by dispersing 

the camp into various components and keeping the 

structures transparent and open."ll 

The location and climate along with purpose dic

tated the design. The plywood panel and post and beam 

construction most certainly achieved the "great light

ness". The camp was composed of six principal parts, 

those being: (1) entry (2) living and sleeping area 

(3) shade terrace (4) sun pavilion (5) fire cave (6) 

swim pool. As seen in sketch, the succeeding page, the 

six components are arranged in logical order and form 

an interesting composition almost taking the form of 

the embryo of a village. The composition is composed 

entirely of geometric elements which conform very well 

to the site's gentle slope down to the lake shore. A 

more rolling, even rugged site, would have more likely 

dictated a more informal arrangement of parts. (For 

interpretation of rugged site, see example titled 

Girl's Camp, page14.) 

10. Pro~ressive Architecture, January, 1956, (New York, New 
Yor ), Reinhold PUblishing Company, pp. 90-91. 

llProgressive Architecture, op cit., p. 90. 
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Sketch Plan of A Vacation Camp - Campbell and Wong -

Architects 

Location: California 
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B. A Hos:pi-tali ty House for ~ Winery 12 - Campbell and 

Wo~g- Architects 

Location: California 

" •••••• to provide a gracious setting in which visitors 

may leisurely sample wine.'' 13 Here again, wood construction 

achieved the feeling of lightness in the form of a space 

cage. The space cage used a minimum of simple materials 

for protection from nature's elements, such as the use of 

canvas for sun ·shade devices. The structure's design com-

poses, using geometric forms, to enjoy to the fullest extent 

the : climate and the "wholesome use of leisure". 14 

Sketch Plan of A Hospitality House for!! Winery- Campbell 

and Wong- Architects 

Location: 
E"/tT~~d<:::~ 

California 

r-
• # 

.. :: .. 

8 

12Arts and Architecture, June, 1956, (Los Angeles, California), 
~· ~Entenzo, p. 26. 

~~Ibid. 
Nash, op cit., p. 125. 



c. A Residence15 - R. B. Browne, Ross and Associates -

Architects 

Location: Miami, Florida 

Not only fulfilling the requirements of a residence, 

this structure's primary use is to entertain i~ormally. 

Because of occasional high water, the structure will be 

raised off the ground approximately five feet. Piles, 

required for locale, will extend to serve as supporting 

elements for the two floor levels and roof. Again tim

ber, redwood, was used. The ever-threatening hurricane 

possibilities created the necessity of a strong structure; 

therefore, it was logical to use the pilings as a tie for 

all the structural components, that they may join together, 

thus forming a unity for strength. Diagnnal support was 

solved by the use of turnbuckels. With these methods of 

construction, a design motif was met, and a light, airy 

quality of design was achieved. The designe~ questions 

only the intense openness and east orientation of living 

areas and the possibility of rust and corrosion of turn

buckles due to the high content of salt in the air. 

15Progressive Architecture, op cit., p. 87. 
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D. The Watch Hill :Beach Club16 - R. K. DuMoulin -

Architect 

Location: Watch Hill, Rhode Island 

The design was again dictated by the extreme weather 

conditions and, of course, the function of the structure. 

The designer noted a peculiar feature in the design •••• 

there were no especially dominant overhangs. According 

to the architect, the angle of the eyebrow roof deflects 

the wind upward. For an explanation of the structure, 

see the below section drawing. 

.r:;-PA&'6 17~CE 

-*·-···· . . . . 
'• • L ll ,..., 

6f c= t /tt:/ 1/ 

~·/I. . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . ~ . ·· . . 
STPIICTI~~~ ;&:¥TAll ~T c;:ta::JIIH~ Ullc .. : 

16Architectural Record, (Concord, New Hampshire), September, 
1956, pp. 196-201. 
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E. The Salisbury :Bathhouse 17 - Coletti :Brothers -

Architects 

Location: Salisbury, Massachusetts 

Quoting the architects, "eoncrete was chosen because 

of its sculptural quality, durability, and ruggedness." 

The building was raised on stilts in order that one might 

view the sailboats and other ocean activities through the 

building and to permit good air circulation. The adminis

tration is located on the second floor in order to permit 

supervision of the entire site. Shower and dressing faci

lities are also on the upper level. Lifeguard, first aid 

facilities, .and public toilets are easily accessible on 

the beach level. 

Section - The Salisbury Bathhouse - Coletti Brothers -

Architects 

Location: Salisbury, Massachusetts 

--==--_:_ ____ - .-------

.NAH --- -t---t---.T 

17Architectural Record, (Concord, New Hampshire), October, 
1955, pp. 173-177. 
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F. Girl's _Cam:p18 - W. R. Smith, A. Q. Jones, and E. Contini -

Architects 

Location: Griffith Park, Los Angeles, California 

"The architect ·felt that in order to utilize and best 

express the natural beauty of the site, the buildings 

should be.spread casually over the valley and onto the 

hillsides." 19 In this case, the designer feels that use 

of a formal geometric.arrangement on this site would have 

been awkward, not only in the flow of circulation but also 

in composition of the parts. Large buildings wi~h great 

excavati-ons for foundations were omitted for the sake of 

economy. There were five principal parts in the scheme: 

(1) entry road and parking (2) assembly building with cafe

teria, lounge, administration, etc. (3) ·director (4) valley 

wi·th swimming pool, games area, etc. ( 5) cabins. 

A Sketch Plan of A Girl's Camp - -W. R. Smith, A. Q. Jones, 

and E. Contini - Architects 

Location: Griffith Park, Los Angeles, California 

0 .; • JO 1 

18Progressive Architecture, op cit., March, 1954, p. 79. 
19Progressive Architecture, ibid. 
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G. ~ Island Resort20 - LaFarge, Knox, and MUrphey

Architects 

Location: Northwest tip· of St~ John's Island, 

Virgin Islands 

The prime objective of the landscape planner and the 

architects was to maintain the primative beauty of this 

remote island. .:Because of the remote site, numerous en

gineering problems arose. ~hey were: (1) installation 

of a water catchment, storage, and purification system 

{2) layout -of the electrical distribution system (3) 

sewerage and storm water disposal (4) construction of 

highway. Architect La.Farge admits, "The termite treated 

wood-framed roof construction might have been preferable, 

but the factor of hurricane damage is ever present.~ 1 - ~ 

this statement, the designer assumes til:at the initial 

cost was considered of more importance than building for 

the extreme weather conditions. As seen in the succeeding 

sketch, the air is channeled by the venturi principal. 

A Sketch of a Living Unit Plan- LaFarge, MUrphy, and Knox
-sL/'P//Y<::;"" ,PA/1/"L.S 

Architects 

Location: Virgin Islands 

to' 
I t 

,- - - --- .. - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- • t 

~~Profressive ArchitectTU"e, op cit., August, 1957, p. 128. 
16~ . • 
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H. The Sanderling Beach Clu.b:2·2 - Paul Ru9-olph - Archi teet 

Location: Sarasota, Florida 

This project was a restricted development which was 

multifinanced by resident members. Standard framing and 

lumber sizes, naturally, promoted ease in the execution of 

work. By employing this feature, average labor could easily 

erect the structures with speed and precision. These points 

proved to be very. economical. The cabanas were arranged in 

pigeon-hole manner with a central pavillion. The cabanos 

were roofs wit-h a plywood vault. They were carefully laid 

Ol.'lt so as not to have a monetonous motif, which can often 

happen with a series of vaults. The vaulted motif gives a 

playful .lightness to the entire composition. 

S~~t9.1.1~~ . o.:f t~e Sanderling :Beach Club - Paul Rudolph -

Architect 

Loca tio:n: Sarasota, Florida · 

Ffll99 
VAIJJT . ff()Tir 
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a:2Architectu.ral Record, op cit., Oc1Hiber, 1953, pp. 150-154. 



III. Pr_opose·d Thesis Problem 

A. Statement of Problem - . 
Lake Kemp, being as it is, used extensively, more 

and more, by surrounding residents •••• even. by those 

150 miles away •••• is beeo:rning 'a confused conglomeration 

of fishing camps, tin boat houses with their network 

of guy wires, make-shift rafts, out-door privies, ex

posed garbage dumps, inadequate fresh water supply, 

etc.; the once beautiful rock and sandy shoals are 

littered with trash; in all, there is complete chaos ••• 

no order to speak of. Sarcastically speaking, only on 

occasions will the eye catch a glimpse of order in a 

contractor planned cottage, and these are few and far 

between. But, nowhere is the influence of the archi-

teet. Nowhere is there any thought of utilizing the 

beautiful mesquite trees, the various types of catii, 

the natural stone and the gently rolling hills leading 

up to a higher summit. One could elaborate on the out-

ward appearance of the sore, upon its beautiful skin, 

but the real problem seems to be in stamping o•t the 

18 

germ of the disease itself; in other words, what causes 

this disorder, and how ean it be evolved into order ••• 

particularly in a. design :for "the wholesome use of 

leisure" .23 One needs to kn.ow the causes of this infec-tion. 

23N · h •t 2·· . as .. , op c1. • , p. 1 .. 5. 



before a cure of order can even begin to be thought of. 

First of all, as people begin to look away from the 

city for a qaiet spot for a vacation, they usually clamored 

forth without giving thought of what could turn a lovely 

vacationing paradise into a thing similar to the confusion 

which they intended to leave in the city. They found a 

nice site with a beautiful view overlooking the lake, but 

they did not give much thought to their real needs ••••• 

those needs necessary to enjoy real leisure and wholesome 

living while vacationing. They gave no thought .to how 

close they built their cabin to the neighbors, so that one 

could hear the baby's cry next door G>r the all night poker 

party; they gave no thought to the sun control other than 

they knew to get out of it during the midday heat; they 

gave no thought to sanitation other than the two-holer 

and the overflowing garbage can, if they had a garbage can; . 

they gave no thought of how muddy the common dirt road 

would be during heavy rains; ••••• they did not think.. The 

family thought only of getting that 80 HP motor on a boat 

_and into the water to fish and water ski, but not exactly 

how to get the boat in and out of the water and of a sto

rage compartment for the motor. Not until after swimming 

to exhaustion and sunburn did they struggle with pulling 

their boat out of the water only five miles from their 

19 



cabin •••• because only there was a convenient boat entry. 

Only then did they travel back to the city more unrested 

than they were before their "wholesome use of leisure". 2~ 

B. Purpose of the Design 

With the statement of the problem, one can immediately 

see the need for improvement on Lake Kemp recreational .fa

cilities. It is the purpose of the designer to not only 

improve the standard of living and recreational facilities, 

but to create a new, higher environment through planning 

and e,.sthetic design; all in all, co-ordinating physical 

recreation with mental recreation. It is the designer's 

belief that the succeeding quotation taken from The Heart 

of the City by the CIAM 8, page 33, is the real nucleus of 

the purpose for creating a recreation village. 11 When it 

comes to man, however, we have been unable to find in our 

close studies, any instincts that are not necessarily com-

pulsive. But, unfortunately, though they are not necessar-

ily compulsive, they can become so. Pavlov, for instance, 

in his work has demonstrated that you can reduce man again 

to an automatically acting instinctive individual. There 

20 

is another way of looking at this. If you get the conditions 

right, your actions will be right; they will be selective. 

This is where it comes very much into your sphere. The 

power of the architect to fix the conditions in which life 

24. 
· Nash, Philosophy of Recreation and Leisure, op cit. 



and living has to take :place, is tremendous •••• almost 

frightening."15 

C. Location, Climatic Conditions, and Description of Site 

According to the Texas Almanac, 1957 edition, Lake Kemp 

is located 12.5 miles northeast of Seymour, Baylor County, 

Texas. 

The approximate altitude is 1250 feet above sea-level. The 

annual rainfall is 25.08 inches. The average temperature 

varies accordingly: January, 42 degrees; July, 84 degrees; 

mean average temperature, 63 degrees. The soils may vary 

from loam to sandy loam to red clay. Along the lake's im

mediate shoreline is observed white rock expanses, :probably 

limestone. Along the water's edge are many clusters of 

salt c.edars. Almost the entire woodland is mesquite with 

25crAM 8, op cit., p. 30. 
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an occasional scrub oak, hackberry, various catii, and 

other stubby brush. The site's slope toward the water 

is approximately one foot to every horizontal ten feet. 

22 



D. Solution 

1. Primarx Considerations 

According to the atud.ies of the examples in re

search, and to the designer's own thoughts concerning 

the necessary facilities of a recreation village, ~ix 

topics or :parts were found to be the primary considera

tions. The designer felt that these facilities were 

the minimum, yet com£ortably adequate, requirements. 

It is the arrangement of these facilities and its in

fluence upon the :people within that determine the 

success of the recreation village. The following 

:parts with their sub-parts are: 

a. Service Facilities 

(1) Entrance and Service Roads 

(2) Convenience Drives to Each Living Unit 

(3) Automobile Shelters and Minor Services 

(4) Walkways Throughout Village 

b. Control Facilities 

(1) Caretaker's Living Quarters 

(2) Cook's Living Quarters 

c. Living Facilities 

( 1 ) Sleeping 

(2) Lounging 

(3) Shower and Toilet 

23 
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(4) General Storage 

(5) Cooking and Food Storage 

( 6) Mechanical .Areas 

d. Recreation Facilities 

( 1 ) Water 

(a) Boating 

(b) Swimming 

(c) Sunbathing 

(d) Fishing 

(e) Skiing 

(2) Land 

(a) 'l'ennis 

(b) Croquet 

(c) Horseshoes 

(d) Shuffleboard 

(e) Volleyball 

(f) Bowling Green 

(g) Shop 

(h) Green House 

(3) Community Building 

(a) Kitchen 

(b) Dining Hall 

(c) General Store Room 

(d) Library 



(e) Table .Tennis 

(f) Shuffleboard 

e. Utility Facilities 

(1) Fuel 

(a) Cooking 

(b) Heating 

(2) Water Supply 

(3) Electricity 

(a) Lighting 

(b) Pumps 

(4) Sewage Disposal 

( 5) Garbage Disposal 

2. Primary Conception, · Discussion : ef Parts . and Their 

Arra.ngemen t · 

Since the present recreation and living facilities, 

even though poorly planned, take the form of a small vil- · 

lage, why not take the elements of a village and arrange 

them properly in regard to the primary purpose 9f this 

report •• "the wholesome use of leisure". 26 The village 

represents the 11 smallest satisfactory social unit"27 and 

rises up the scale to the largest social llllit, metropolitan 

or inter.m.ational -"centre of several million people". 28 As 

found in The Heart of .the City, CTAM 8, the metropolis, city, 

~~Nash, op cit. 
O.I.A.M. 8, Heart of the City, (Pellegrine and Cudahy), 

28
New York, 1952, :p .-s.-

· C.I.A.M. 8, op c1t., p. 76. 

25 
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town, or village has a core, a public gathering place, a 

centre around which the everyday lives of the people revolve. 

The core may take the form of a water hole, a huge oak tree, 

a landscaped court, a market place, a plaza such as the mag

nificent Piazza San Marco, Venice, or a group of civic and 

municipal buildings such as the Rockerfeller Center, New 

York, New York. The core of The Recreation Village will 

take the form of a water well. The core is introduced as 

• and will form the centre of the village which will 

be composed of 28 living units or cottages, introduced as 

lf to provide living facilities for 20 to 30 families 

but not more than 120 people. These families will probably 

be, at least, in the upper-middle income bracket. This 

bracket is approximately 6,000 dollars a year. The mother 

and father will probably be in their late twenties or early 

thirties. A few couples might be in their early forties, 

but, all in all, the typical family will be made up of men 

and women who are yo~g in spirit and mind as well as body. 

~hey will be fun-loving, honest personalities, each working 

together in order to make the recreation village achieve its 

goal. They will have modern ideals and ideas yet still have 

a grasp on the rare, old gems of the past. One might call 

them the contemporary family; an ever-searching group of men, 

women, and children. 



The contemporary families, after choosing a site for 

their core and establishing a water well, will build: . .a 

shop, introduced as Jl by whieh to fabricate the 

other structures of the village. Then, they will build 

the community building introduced as • This 

structure along with the water well and its surrounding 

umbrel~~ shaped sun shade, the umbrella introduced as 
- ' , ' 

, •, will serve as a gathering spot for weekend 
' , 

outings-before the individual living units are erected 

and, later, serve as a dormitory and camp grounds while 

the families help build their cottages •••• a wonderfully 

human, warm idea very similar to the old and long forgot

ten country barn-raising when all the neighbors took 

leave from their chores, packed a large lunch along with 

their ten children into the family buggy and preparea 

for a weekend of fun, feasting, hard work, and sweat ••••• 

yet, enjoying the ''wholesome use of leisure".l9 Surround

ing the core, raised a few feet off the ground, is a cir

cular platform approximately 150 feet in diameter. The 

platform is introduced as 0 It not only serves 

as the core proper, but also has many other functions. 

They are as follows: {1) an area for games such as shuf

fleboard, table tennis, etc ••• (2) a gathering spot for 

one to enjoy a view of the sunset over the lake with its 

29Nash, The Philosophy of Recreation and Leisure, op cit. 
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swimmers and water skiers (3) an area elevated to escape 

from the insect pests and snakes (4) a dance floor (B) 

outdoor eating area. Radiating from the plat!orm at its 

quarter points of the well are the walkways. ~e walkways 

are introduced as • These walkways, not only ~e-

fine the definite circulation pattern and composition, but 

provide an escape from the ever-present insect pests::aiid 

snakes. The walkways will be raised only 6 inches to 12 

inches above the ground and will be const~ucted of wood, 

the walking platform being formed from rough wood posts 

split in half. 

fhe composition at this stage takes the following form: 

2.8 



Now, the individual living units are to be placed on their 

respective sites. Each unit will have the same basic inter

nal structure in the form of six structural timber bents, 

29 

five feet on center and spanning the opposite direction fif

teen feet from post to post. The external structure will be 

of plywood sheathing and natural stone found near the site. 

The roof will be of wood shingles on two inch wood deck. The 

roof opens with an eight degree rise toward the East and open 

water. There will be two types of cabins; one twelve inches 

to thirty-six inches above grade; the other on stilts, a full 

story or eight feet above grade. ~his raising of units pro

vides a maximum air circulation throughout the village'· and 

also provides unobstructed views toward the lake. It also 

gives an interesting atmosphere, that of a playful, exciting 

seaside village as found along the ocean shores of Europe as 

well as the United States. - ~here are two .basic floor plans, 

each with the following facilities: (1) sleeping (2) lounging 

(3) shower and toilet (4) general storage (5) cooking and food 

storage (6) mechanical space. The following sketches show 'tl1e 

arrangement of these parts and of the units in general. 
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fhe composition now takes the following form: 

lJ 
l:l 

Il tl 
1l 

l]ti 

t:l 

' , 

The contr~IJ ~ ke~~ing ofl the village is 
0 ,, '' ,_ 

ty. An ap~iJQnt f,P{ a ejfetaker and hie 

located as the most westerly living unit. 
. fl 

will be provided for chef and his family. 

a vital facili-

family will be 

A similar unit 

These control 

1;mits are represented as The . caretaker and 

cook are responsible for all maintenance required at the 

village and for the preparation in general of community 

outings, meals, supplies, etc. They will live at the 

village the year arDund. 

There will be a stationary boathouse introduced as 

designed to accommodate thirty outboard motor boats and 

four sailboats. The boathouse will have the necessary 
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si:erage facilities to house all fishing gear, motors, 

life preservers, tools, boat oil and gasoline, etc. Each 

family will have their individual storage compartments. 

!elephone poles w~ll serve as piles for supperting the 

structural timber building. The following sketches 

show the plan and general structural scheme: 

. . -~. 

• &4T FIITRY • 

~iA H 
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A circular floatiDg deck will terminate the walkway into 

the lake. It will be sheltered by an umbrella type roof. 

Its function is to serve as a temporary boat dock, a home 

dock for three fishing and sunbathing rafts, a fishing 

point, and general viewing of the lake. It is introduced 

as • 

At the southernmost tip of the walkway the beach showers 

and toilets will be located. They will be introduced as 

~: and will terminate this walkway. 

Directly east of the beach showers are the beach shel-

ters or cabanas. There are six in number and are primarily 

for protection from the sun and a clean spot in which to 

lay swimming articles such as towels, lotions, cigarette, 

etc. They are twelve feet square in plan and have an ad

justable louve.red roof for the control of the s1m and wind. 

Laying further east of the cabanas are two lifeguard or 

watch towers. These towers will also have diving board 

f ·acili ties. The tewers will be built of long telephone 

pole-like piles with a sun shelter at the top. 
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There, of course, is the need for land recreation faci

lities as well as for water facilities. The land facilities 

may be divided into two major parts: (1) small children an~ 

{2) adults. !he small children will be provided with a sheL-

ter for afternoon naps and general small play. Directly 



west and ad~oining this shelter is a concrete structure 

which may be termed as a land raft. It will contain a 

miniature beach composed of a wading pool and sand box. 

It, too, will be raised above ground about two feet in 

order to keep snakes and harmful insects from laying 

their eggs in the wann sand box. This land raft will be 

sheltered from the west sun by trees and. beach umbrellas. 

The general play shelter and land raft are introduced as 

·~ and ~ relilpectively, Details of these 

structures are shown in the following sketches: 

~- e:t:JNt::IPnl' :S'RU. 
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The a~ult recreation facilities include the follow

ing: (1) tennis (2) croquet (3) horseshoes (4) shuffle

board (5) volleyball (6) bowling green (7) shop (8) green

house and, of course, the many indoor games which can be 

played in the community building. There will be two ten

nis courts located directly south of the beach showers. 

These are to be proyided with rest shelters. The croquet 

courts are to be located in the quadrangle southwest of 

the core platform. The horseshoe pits are to be located 

in the northwest quadrangle radiating from the core plat

form. The shuffleboard stripes will be painted on the 

core platform. The volleyball nets may be located on the 

sand beach area. The bowling green is to be located in 

the northwest quadrangle. The shop ha.ving been located 

in the beginning of the village may be used as a mainten

ance and a crafts shop. Some of the residents may even 

care to make ~eir own boat. The greenhouse will serve 

aa a supply source of plants for the entire village and 

many of the villagers might want to dabble in horticul

ture. These preee.ding facilities are introduced as 

t:LJ:l " -- " ~0 J,:fll ' ..,. ~ ' <:: ~ , ,, •& ' 

ibb ; Jmt , and UIIHIIII • 

The entrance and service road are introduced as 

• The convenience d~ives are introduced as 

.... , , and are to be temporary parking drives of 
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white gravel to aid in the unloading of luggage and supplies 

into the living units. Automobiles are to be provided with 

a shed type structure for a more permanent parking area. Gaso

line and oil, along with air pump, will be provided £or only a 

short distance west of the earetaker's living quarters. 

The c.omposi tion of the immediate recreation area has now 

taken its final form and is as follows: 
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But, the composition in its entirety is incomplete 

according to the designer's conception and beliefs. It 

is incomplete in the sense that it lacks a unifying part. 

This part is the sixth facility in the composition and 

takes the form of a religious shelter. It is introduced 

as A and located east of the village proper on 

the area's highest summit. Details of this structure 

are as follows: 

..L- -..1-
• 
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Conclusion 

"In this world h t d f •th d · d man as crea e more a~ . , an ~~n epen-

dence is being put on technological gadgets. Men are trying 

to buy everything, including poise, happiness, and spiritual 

stature. The industrial and the atomic era have caused many 

changes to be made in the way of living. The worker is at

tempting to shift his feeling of satisfaction gained from 

products of work to other activities. Technology has sep

arated the worker from his product; has confined him within 

one or another minutia of the process of making his product. 

It has destroyed home industry, community industry, appren

ticeship and the craft guilds. Technology has largely sep

arated work from body activity ••••• from generalized or 

large-muscle activity. 

There are secondary effects of technological processes 

which are: the diminishment of family life, the destruction 

of village life, and the establishment of slight contacts at 

long range in place of large cont.acts face to face. Techno

logy, through indirect influence, has created a system of 

compulsory free education ••••• free education in a different 

sense than free of fees. It is an education without sacri

fice, obligation, the necessity or opportunity of whole

souled comuilative expression, and without the pursuit of 

interest or the pursuit of work by young people. This also 
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applies to free parks, playgrounds, and libraries. 

Looking abroad over the planet, we see that technology 

has blown into shreds, or blown utterly away, blighted, or 

altogether killed, the primitive and ancient group life of 

continents. 

The effects of technology are more direct. 

· Technology has furnished the appalling arsenal of lab

or saving machines designed to substitute receptive pleasure 

for active creative pleasure. The movie and the radio and 

the television are, of course, top instances."30 

The designer concludes that the recreation village grew 

from a human idea developed with the thought that people 

are and always will be an "instinctive individual".31 He 

concludes that when studying and providing for the needs 

for a large group of people, one must design for not only 

the most obvious and usual human needs; but for the minute 

natural, instinctive needs of these people. Now, while 

building models of the space enveloping these needs, sketch

ing and planning space about these needs, the designer 

found that he must actually place himself within this ar-

rangement of space. He must visualize himself as an in

dividual, a resident of the proposed village and assume 

the daily thoughts and activities of the resident such as 

cooking, washing, playing games, reading, gardening, relax

ing and conversing in an effort to live with technol~gy in 

an atmosphere of wholesome leisure. 

3°Nash, Philosophy of Recreation and Leisure, op cit., 
pp. 59-60. 

31c.I.A.M. 8, p. 33. 
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The designer concludes that this so-called atmosphere 

of leisure can only be created by his understanding of 

people and their individual personalities. To do this, 

he looked back on his childhood days, remembering his 

hikes along the river, his building a raft which sank, 

a lean-to, a slingshot, his watching a turtle slowly 

plodding his way through the tall brush-weed. He remem

bered his pilfering a neighbor's pear tree, not a crimi

nal act, but inquisitively wanting to know what a wild 

pear tastes like. These are only a few of the instinc

tive childhood traits concerning wholesome leisure. 

It was necessary to employ imagination to comprehend 

infancy behavior and needs, for there memory failed. Also, 

memory would not be relied on in understanding adult and 

aged actions and needs for; this was possible only by 

constant observation of all people. For instance, he 

remembered his mother's talk of childhood actions, those 

human instinctive actiens which necessitate designed 

needs. He remembered how the grown-ups gathered on a 

summer evening to enjoy the cool breeze and conversation. 

Technology did not invade these warm, human phases 

of life, because the environment was so that it needed 

no "gadgets"32 or television to enjoy wholesome leisure. 

The designer, limited by his still developing mind, 

32Nash, op cit., pp. 59-60. 
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hopes to have created a design, not only for beauty and 

aesthetic purposes, but for a way of life. It is his 

hope that his imagination and thought has developed the 

following: 

(1) an environment containing the inertia for 

creative thinking and doing. 

(2) an atmosphere for the redevelopment of 

family life. 

(3) revived group life or group gatherings for 

wholesome living. 
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